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On Equivalents of Well-foundedness 31. IntroductionThe project Mizar started more than 20 years ago under the leader-ship of Andrzej Trybulec at the P lock Scienti�c Society, Poland. Itsoriginal goal was to design and implement a software environment thatsupports writing traditional mathematical papers, where classical logicand set theory form the basis of all future developments. The Mizarsoftware veri�es correctness of mathematical texts written by humans.Mechanical theorem proving has not been one of the project's priorities.The logical basis of Mizar is a system of natural deductionclose to the \composite system of logic" developed by Stanis lawJa�skowski [30] (see also [35]). Katuzi Ono [37] described a similar sys-tem. John Harrison introduced a Mizar mode for HOL [26].The set theory of Mizar is the Tarski-Grothendieck system [27],which is basically the Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with the axiom ofchoice replaced by Tarski's stronger axiom [41] of existence of arbitrar-ily large, strongly inaccessible cardinals.Mizar is both the name of a formal language|designed by AndrzejTrybulec|in which the mathematics is written, and of an entire soft-ware system that checks the texts for correctness and manages the database of Mizar articles. The systematic collection of Mizar articlesstarted at the beginning of 1989 and MML|the Mizar MathematicalLibrary, was born. Development of the library is now the main e�ort inthe project. The Mizar language and the associated software evolve;new and improved versions of the entire library are periodically pro-duced. It is worthwhile to note that in the process of library evolution,many de�nitions and theorems disappear, either by becoming obviousfor the improved language processor or by becoming obsolete thanksto newer developments.Mizar can be seen as a trial run of the QED Project [14] which aims\to build a computer system that e�ectively represents all importantmathematical knowledge and techniques." However, with the modestmeans available, Mizar captures only some aspects of the entire QEDidea.Overview. Section 2 presents some aspects of the Mizar system:the structure of a Mizar article, built-in notions, the set theory ofMizar, and the contents of the MML. Although meant as an intro-duction, the presentation is quite technical at times. In Section 3 wediscuss the main ideas behind the Mizar proofs of some equivalentsof well-foundedness; it is probably the best place to start reading thispaper. First, we present the conceptual framework of the proofs andunfold some de�nitions of the used notions. Sections 3.3 through 3.6discuss the actual proofs and are independent of each other. We focuswfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.3



4 Piotr Rudnicki and Andrzej Trybulecon the state of the MML that permitted us to do the proofs with aroutine e�ort, by building upon previous contributions to the library.The complete proofs are attached as Appendices.The Mizar text in the form discussed here was included into theMML as article WELLFND1 on February 25, 1997. The Mizar systempresented below is also as of February 1997. Because of the evolvingnature ofMizar, the current state of the article in the MML is di�erentand is likely to change in the future.2. MizarAt the moment, there is no complete description of the Mizar systemto which we could refer. Such a description would require a text ofsubstantial length. In this section, we briey present some aspects ofMizar that should help in following the sequel.2.1. The Mizar languageExperience has shown that many people with some mathematical train-ing develop a good idea about the nature of the Mizar language justby browsing through a sample article. This is no big surprise, sinceone of the original goals of the project was to build an environmentwhich supports the traditional ways that mathematicians work. How-ever, some people �nd the Mizar notation impenetrable. Therefore,we make comments about the Mizar language when we use its moreimportant or less intuitively clear features.Because of the richness of the Mizar grammar, even a sketchy pre-sentation of the entire language is far beyond the scope of this paper.2.2. Anatomy and processing of a Mizar articleA Mizar article is written as a text �le and consists of two parts: theEnvironment Declaration and the Text Proper (see Figure 1). The Envi-ronment Declaration begins with environ and consists of Directives.The Text Proper is a sequence of Sections, each starting with beginand consisting of a sequence of Text-Items. The division of the TextProper into sections is only for editing purposes1 and has no impact onthe correctness of an article.The two parts of an Article are processed by two separate programs:the Accommodator and the Veri�er . The Accommodator processes the1 This division is used for sections when typesetting Mizar abstracts in TEX forpublication in Formalized Mathematics (Section 2.6).wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.4



On Equivalents of Well-foundedness 5environDirective. . .DirectivebeginText-Item. . .Text-Item. . .beginText-Item. . .Text-ItemFigure 1. The overall structure of a Mizar article.Environment Declaration and creates the Environment , which consistsof a number of working �les in which the information requested inDirectives and imported from the data base is stored.The Veri�er has no direct communication with the data base andchecks the correctness of the Text Proper using only the informationstored in the Environment �les. The e�cient mechanism for importingthe information from the MML into the local Environment �les isof utmost importance and its design presents a substantial challenge;the Accommodator evolves probably faster than other components ofMizar.2.2.1. The Environment directivesThere are two kinds of Directives: Vocabulary Directives and LibraryDirectives.A Vocabulary is a text �le (in extended ASCII) in which symbols arede�ned. The symbols are quali�ed with their kind (predicate, functor,mode, structure, selector, attribute, or functor bracket) and are usedfor lexical analysis. A Vocabulary Directive has the formvocabulary Vocabulary-Name, . . . , Vocabulary-Name;and requests that all symbols from the listed vocabularies be included inthe local environment. Vocabularies are independent of Mizar articles.Library Directives request information from the data base for inclu-sion in the local environment used later by the veri�er to check thearticle.The conceptual framework of an article is imported by two directivesof the following form: wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.5



6 Piotr Rudnicki and Andrzej Trybulecnotation Article-Name, . . . , Article-Name;constructors Article-Name, . . . , Article-Name;In Mizar terminology, predicates are constructors of atomic for-mulae, modes are constructors of types, functors are constructors ofterms, and attributes are constructors of adjectives. A de�nition of aconstructor gives its syntax and meaning. The syntactic format of aconstructor speci�es the symbol of the constructor and the place andnumber of arguments. The format of a constructor together with theinformation about the types of arguments is called a pattern. The for-mats are used for parsing and the patterns for identifying constructors.A constructor may be represented by di�erent patterns (synonyms andantonyms are allowed), and basically the same pattern can be used fordi�erent constructors.The constructors directive �rst imports all constructors from thelisted articles and then all other constructors needed to understandthem. As a result, if a local environment contains a constructor thenit also contains the constructors occurring in its type and in typesof its arguments. The notation directive imports these formats andpatterns from the listed articles that are used by the already importedconstructors provided all the constructors needed to understand thenotation have already been imported (see the end of Section 3.1).The remaining library directives are:� clusters Article-Name, . . . , Article-Name;imports, from the listed articles, the de�nitions of clustersa thatstate relationships among adjectives, modes, and functors. TheMizar language is typed and dependencies among clusters ofBoolean attributes of objects are processed automatically.� definitions Article-Name, . . . , Article-Name;requests de�nientia that can be used in proving by de�nitionalexpansion without mentioning the de�nition's name.� theorems Article-Name, . . . , Article-Name;enables referring to theorems and de�nitional theorems from thelisted articles.� schemes Article-Name, . . . , Article-Name;gives access to schemes, which are theorems with second order freevariables. Schemes can be perceived as inference rules that have tobe proven before being used (see Section 3.3).� requirements Article-Name, . . . , Article-Name;wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.6



On Equivalents of Well-foundedness 7gives access to the built-in features associated with certain specialarticles; there is only one such article at the moment named ARYTM(Section 2.3).2.2.2. The Text ProperEach section of Text Proper is a sequence Text-Items. There are thefollowing kinds of Text-Items:� a Reservation is used to reserve identi�ers for a type. If a variablehas an identi�er reserved for a type, and no explicit type is statedfor the variable, then its type defaults to the type for which itsidenti�er was reserved.� a De�nition-Block contains a sequence of De�nition-Items, eachde�ning or rede�ning a constructor of Mizar phrases or a cluster.Each de�nition and rede�nition of a constructor requires a justi-�cation of its correctness. For instance, when de�ning a functor,one has to justify conditions of its existence and uniqueness; whenrede�ning a functor, one has to demonstrate that the rede�nitionis coherent with respect to the original de�nition of the functor.� a Structure-De�nition introduces a new structure which is an entitythat consists of a number of �elds (members) that are accessibleby selectors (see Section 3.2.1).� a Theorem announces a proposition that is put into the data base(Section 2.2.4) and can then be referenced from other articles.� a Scheme announces a scheme (see Section 3.3), which is a theo-rem with second order free variables and is accessible from otherarticles.� Auxiliary-Items form those parts of a Mizar article that are localto the article and are not exported to the library �les (e.g. auxiliarylemmas, de�nitions of local predicates, functions, and variables).Most Text-Items require a Justi�cation, which can be eithera Straightforward-Justi�cation, a Proof , or a Scheme-Justi�cation.Mizar permits a multitude of proof structures|too many to discussthem here|in the spirit of natural deduction (see endnotes on page 38).The Straightforward-Justi�cation takes the form:by Reference, . . . , Reference;where a Reference is either a Private Reference|a reference to a state-ment in the current article, or a Library Reference|a reference to atheorem stored in the data base. The latter has two forms:wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.7



8 Piotr Rudnicki and Andrzej TrybulecArticle-Name : Theorem-Numberor Article-Name : def De�nition-Numberwhere the latter refers to the so called de�nitional theorem, a theoremautomatically created from a de�nition.The Scheme-Justi�cation is of the form:from Scheme-Name ( Reference, . . . , Reference )Scheme-Names are global and are not pre�xed with the name of thearticle where they were introduced. The References give the premisesof the scheme.2.2.3. ProcessingThe Accommodator creates the Environment �les for an article basedon the Environment Directives. Then the Veri�er works with this localenvironment never contacting the data base. The veri�er work is splitinto three phases:� The Parser is a relatively complicated program because of the richMizar syntax, multi-way overloading of names, and the presence ofnewly de�ned formats of phrase constructors and their precedences.� The Analyzer identi�es constructors based on the available pat-terns and this involves processing type information. The Analyzeralso checks the correctness of proof structures, computes the for-mulae demonstrated in di�use statements, and processes clustersof attributes (see endnotes).� The Checker checks the straightforward justi�cations by treatingthem as inferences of the formpremise0 ; premise1 ; : : : ; premisek ` conclusionwhich are transformed into the conjunctionpremise0 & premise1 & : : : & premisek & not conclusion:If the checker �nds the conjunction contradictory then the originalinference is accepted. The checker may not accept an inferencethat is logically correct; to get the inference accepted one has tosplit it into a sequence of `smaller' ones, or possibly use a proofstructure. The inference checker uses model elimination with stresson processing speed, not power.wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.8



On Equivalents of Well-foundedness 9The Checker also checks the correctness of Scheme-Justi�cationsby pattern matching the premises and the conclusion of the schemede�nition with the actual premises and the actual proposition beingjusti�ed.2.2.4. Data BaseThe Extractor program extracts all public information from an articleand stores it in library �les. This includes de�nitions, theorems, andschemes; justi�cations and propositions not marked theorem are notextracted. The library �les are used by the Accommodator to create anEnvironment for an article to be processed by the Veri�er .The library �les of the public data base are built from the articlessubmitted to the MML and are distributed by the Mizar Society. Aprivate data base may be created by a user (or a group of users) usingthe Extractor on articles stored in a private library. Private data baseshave temporary character: once the author is sure of the quality of anarticle (which usually requires writing a couple of other articles usingit), the article is submitted to the MML.2.3. Built-in notionsSeveral notions of set theory are built into the Mizar processor andtheir `user interface' is given in a special article named HIDDEN. Thesymbols used in de�ning these notions are given in a special vocabularyalso called HIDDEN. The conceptual framework introduced in HIDDEN isautomatically added to the local environment of each article checked bythe Mizar processor (and so are the symbols from vocabulary HIDDEN).The �rst notion de�ned in HIDDEN is a mode Any (with synonymset):definitionmode Any;synonym set;end;Some years ago the modes Any and set were distinct. This mode is theroot of the Mizar type hierarchy; the type of every object ultimatelywidens to set.Absolute equality is built-in as a reexive, symmetric and transitivepredicate, written in the common in�x notation.wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.9



10 Piotr Rudnicki and Andrzej Trybulecdefinition let x,y be Any;pred x = y;reflexivity;symmetry;antonym x <> y;end;The above de�nition also introduces the inequality predicate as anantonym of equality, so that x <> y can be written instead ofnot x = y.The elementhood predicate 2, the attribute empty, and the nullaryfunctor � for the empty set are built-in:definition let x be Any, X be set;pred x 2 X;asymmetry;end;definition let X be set;attr X is empty;end;definitioncluster empty set;cluster non empty set;end;definitionfunc � -> empty set;end;Attributes are Boolean valued and are constructors of adjectives. Withthe attribute empty we have two adjectives: empty and non empty. Thetwo clusters above permit the use of empty set and non empty setas type expressions when introducing sets. The type of � is empty set.The following mode constructor:definition let X be set;mode Element of X;end;allows us to declare a set, say x, and declare its type as Element of X,even if X is empty. However, only when X is non empty will the checkeraccept x 2 X with no justi�cation.The syntax and type of the power set functor is announced as:definition let X be set;func bool X -> non empty set;end;and its de�nition is given by an axiom in TARSKI [44] (see Section 2.4).wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.10



On Equivalents of Well-foundedness 11With the bool functor for power set available (syntactically at thismoment) the mode Subset of X is introduced:definition let X be set;mode Subset of X is Element of bool X;end;definition let X be non empty set;cluster non empty Subset of X;end;The last cluster de�nes a type expression non empty Subset of X,for non empty X, which mirrors the fact that there are non-empty sub-sets of a non-empty set. If we need one we can express its non-emptinessby typing.The inclusion predicate is given its syntax here:definition let X,Y be set;pred X c= Y;reflexivity;end;and its reexivity is announced; the de�niens is given in a rede�nitionof the predicate in TARSKI [44] (see Section 2.4).The last de�nition in HIDDEN,definition let D be non empty set, X be non empty Subset of D;redefine mode Element of X -> Element of D;end;rede�nes the mode Element of X for a non-empty subset X of a non-empty set D such that the mode automatically widens to Element of D.Besides HIDDEN, there is another special article named ARYTM thatcontains a `user interface' to the built-in notions related to real andnatural numbers; however, its contents are not automatically added tothe local environment of any article.The sets REAL and NAT are introduced in ARYTM:definitionfunc REAL -> non empty set;end;definitionfunc NAT -> non empty Subset of REAL;end;The syntax for addition, multiplication, and ordering for elementsof REAL are given: wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.11



12 Piotr Rudnicki and Andrzej Trybulecdefinition let x,y be Element of REAL;func x + y -> Element of REAL;commutativity;func x � y -> Element of REAL;commutativity;pred x � y;reflexivity;connectedness;synonym y � x; antonym y < x; antonym x > y;end;Finally, the following two modes introduce a shorter notation forelements of REAL and NAT:definitionmode Real is Element of REAL;mode Nat is Element of NAT;end;While the notions announced in HIDDEN are axiomatically de�nedin TARSKI [44] (Section 2.4), the notions introduced in ARYTM used tobe given their complete de�nitions in article AXIOMS [42] (see the endof Section 2.4).2.4. Set theory of MizarThe set theory axioms of Mizar are formalized in article TARSKI [44]|the fundamental article of the MML, which is not checked for correct-ness. The set theory of Mizar is commonly referred to as the Tarski-Grothendieck set theory (see [27]). It is basically ZF with the axiom ofchoice replaced by Tarski's stronger axiom (see below).The article imports symbols from two vocabularies: EQUI REL andFAM OP. The former introduces � (Mizar uses extended ASCII) as apredicate symbol and the latter introduces union as a functor symbol.The remaining symbols that are used in de�nitions are either built intothe parser or de�ned in the automatically imported vocabulary HIDDEN.environvocabulary EQUI REL, FAM OP;Recall that vocabularies are independent of Mizar articles.The text proper of TARSKI starts with the reservationreserve x,y,z,u for Any,N,M, X,Y,Z for set;As a witness of the past, both modes Any and set are used althoughthey are now synonymous (see Section 2.3).wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.12



On Equivalents of Well-foundedness 13The �rst axiom, named TARSKI:2 for future reference2, states theextensionality of set equality:theorem :: TARSKI:2(for x holds x 2 X iff x 2 Y) implies X = Y;The functors for forming singletons and unordered pairs are de�nedby employing the built-in left functor bracket f and the right functorbracket g. This results in a familiar notation.definition let y;func f y g -> set means :: TARSKI: def 1x 2 it iff x = y;let z;func f y, z g -> set means :: TARSKI: def 2x 2 it iff x = y or x = z;commutativity;end;The two functors have di�erent formats as they take di�erent numbersof arguments. The keyword it refers to the de�niendum and can onlyoccur inside the de�niens. The free variable x in the de�nientia|itstype is reserved above|is bound by a default universal quanti�er infront of each formula.The following de�nition of two functorial clusters states that a sin-gleton and an unordered pair (of type set by de�nition) also have theproperty of being non-empty.definition let y;cluster f y g -> non empty;let z;cluster f y, z g -> non empty;end;Once we request clusters from TARSKI, the non-emptiness of singletonsand pairs is obvious to the veri�er.The set inclusion predicate (introduced as a reexive binary predi-cate in HIDDEN) now obtains its de�niens:definition let X,Y;redefine pred X c= Y means :: TARSKI: def 3x 2 X implies x 2 Y;end;The union functor for a family of sets is de�ned as:2 As a result of the MML evolution, the numbering of axioms has gaps: certainaxioms have been canceled as spurious. This also applies to theorems and de�nitionsin other articles. wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.13



14 Piotr Rudnicki and Andrzej Trybulecdefinition let X;func union X -> set means :: TARSKI: def 4x 2 it iff ex Y st x 2 Y & Y 2 X;end;The power set functor bool is also introduced syntactically inHIDDEN and this axiom states its de�nition:theorem :: TARSKI:6X = bool Y iff for Z holds Z 2 X iff Z c= Y;Here is the regularity axiom:theorem :: TARSKI:7x 2 X implies ex Y st Y 2 X & not ex x st x 2 X & x 2 Y;The replacement axiom is expressed as a scheme:scheme Fraenkel f A()-> set, P[Any, Any] g:ex X st for x holds x 2 X iff ex y st y 2 A() & P[y,x]provided for x,y,z st P[x,y] & P[x,z] holds y = z;where the premise of the scheme requires the predicate P to have thefunctional property. This scheme is infrequently used as the Fraenkeloperatorb is now built into Mizar.Tarski [41] proposed the following axiom:A. For every set N there exists a system M of sets which satis�esthe following conditions:(i) N 2M(ii) if X 2M and Y � X , then Y 2M(iii) if X 2 M and Z is the system of all subsets of X, thenZ 2M(iv) if X � M and X and M do not have the same potency,then X 2M .In order to state this axiom in Mizar we need the notion of equinu-merosity of two sets, but before we de�ne it, we introduce a functor forordered pair using the built-in functor brackets [ and ]:definition let x,y;func [x,y] means :: TARSKI: def 5it = f f x,y g, f x g g;end;The de�niens is recast as a theorem:theorem :: TARSKI:8[ x,y ] = f f x,y g, f x g g;wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.14



On Equivalents of Well-foundedness 15(Note. A reference to TARSKI:def 5 refers to a di�erent formula thana reference to TARSKI:8.c)The equinumerosity of two sets is now de�ned (note that we havenot constructed set-theoretic functions yet!):definition let X,Y;pred X � Y means :: TARSKI: def 6ex Z st(for x st x 2 X ex y st y 2 Y & [x,y] 2 Z) &(for y st y 2 Y ex x st x 2 X & [x,y] 2 Z) &for x,y,z,u st [x,y] 2 Z & [z,u] 2 Z holds x = z iff y = u;end;Finally, we can state the Tarski axiom in Mizar:theorem :: Tarski:9ex M st N 2 M &(for X,Y holds X 2 M & Y c= X implies Y 2 M) &(for X holds X 2 M implies bool X 2 M) &(for X holds X c= M implies X � M or X 2 M);These are all the axioms of set theory that one can use when writinga Mizar article.Before March 1998, the article AXIOMS used to be the other fun-damental article with axioms de�ning the constructors introduced inARYTM (Section 2.3). The axioms stated strong axiomatics of real num-bers and de�ned NAT as an inductive set. In March 1998, the con-struction of real numbers from axioms of set theory was completed byG. Bancerek and A. Trybulec and articles ARYTM and AXIOMS becamenormal, i.e. fully checked, Mizar articles. Since the article AXIOMS isnot referenced directly in the sequel, it is not discussed here.2.5. The Mizar Mathematical LibraryAt the beginning of 1989, the Mizar group in Bia lystok started col-lecting Mizar articles and organizing them into a library named theMizar Mathematical Library (MML).As of this writing (January 1997), the MML consists of 459 Mizararticles (authored by 107 people), containing 22456 theorems and 6009de�nitions. The nature of the articles varies; most of them are Mizartranslations of basic mathematics. The majority of MML theoremsstate basic mathematical facts and the majority of de�nitions mirrorthe essential mathematical toolkit. Only some of the well-known theo-rems from literature are currently in the MML. Few of the theoremsare new results.The development of theMizar library may be perceived as an exper-iment in the sociology of mathematics. The acceptance criteria are quitewfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.15
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(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)Figure 2. Some of the MML articles (from 8 top levels).liberal: virtually every Mizar article submitted to the library commit-tee and accepted by the Mizar processor is included in the library.Figure 2 depicts the conceptual dependencies between some of theinitial articles of the MML. An article at a higher level (towards thebottom) uses concepts introduced in articles at lower levels (towards thetop). An edge is drawn from an article to another article from which itimports concepts only if their levels are adjacent. Imports from articlesat still lower levels are not shown. Only conceptual dependencies areshown; that is, if an article refers only to theorems from another article,then no dependency appears in Figure 2.The articles TARSKI and ARYTM are placed at the root level num-bered 0. The special article HIDDEN which precedes all other articles isnot shown. The other axiomatic �le, AXIOMS, contains only theoremsand no new concepts, and therefore is also not shown. All articles atwfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.16



On Equivalents of Well-foundedness 17higher levels have been checked for correctness. At level 1 there areonly two articles: BOOLE [48] about boolean properties of sets (de�nesset operations) and REAL 1 [28] about basic properties of real numbers(de�nes unary minus, subtraction, inverse, etc). For illustration, let ustrace one path of how the article CARD 1, at level 8, depends on someearlier articles.CARD 1 [2] is the �rst article about cardinal numbers and uses thenotion of finite set de�ned in FINSET 1 [19] in terms of a �nitesequence, which is de�ned in FINSEQ 1 [10]. A �nite sequence withelements from a set D is introduced as a partial function from the nat-urals to D. Partial functions are de�ned in PARTFUN1 [17] in terms ofFunction-like sets which are de�ned in FUNCT 1 [16]. In this article,Function-like sets are used to introduce the mode Function. Forde�ning this mode the notion of Relation-like set is also used andit is de�ned in RELAT 1 [51] where some properties of Relation-likesets are expressed in terms of Cartesian products. These in turn arede�ned in ZFMISC 1 [18] where properties of Cartesian products arestated using set operations de�ned in BOOLE [48], which is based onlyon the set axioms from TARSKI [44] and whatever is built into theMizar veri�er.Tracing concept dependencies in the MML is a challenge and con-structing a local environment for a new article requires a thoroughknowledge of the MML.Here are some better known theorems currently in the MML: theZermelo theorem and the axiom of choice [6](level 6); the Kuratowski-Zorn lemma [47](level 10); the deduction theorem for predicate log-ic [20](level 11); Lagrange's subgroup theorem [46](level 12); the Desar-gues theorem in projective 3-space [33](level 13); the Hessenberg the-orem [7](level 15); �xpoint theorem for compact spaces [22](level 16);the de l'Hospital theorem [31](level 16); K�onig's lemma [8](level 16);mean value theorems for real functions of one variable [32](level 17);the Weierstrass theorem [13](level 17); Heine{Borel's covering theo-rem [21](level 18); the Brouwer �xpoint theorem for intervals [50](lev-el 19); representation theorem for boolean algebras [49](level 23); theSteinitz theorem [53](level 23); the Hahn{Banach theorem [36](level24); the Tarski theorem on �xpoints in complete lattices [40](level 30).The level at which an article appears in the MML should not beinterpreted as an absolute measure of its conceptual complication. Fre-quently, the level reects the uncontrolled way in which the MML hasgrown. For instance, the Tarski theorem above could have been provenin an article of a much lower level, but the article uses a simple notionthat has (by chance) been introduced in another article at a high levelthat deals mainly with more advanced matters.wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.17



18 Piotr Rudnicki and Andrzej Trybulec2.6. Mizar abstractsThe source texts of Mizar articles tend to be lengthy as they containcomplete proofs in a rather demanding formalism. New articles stronglydepend on already existing ones. Therefore, there is a need to provideauthors with a quick reference to the already collected articles. Thesolution is to automatically create an abstract for each Mizar article.Such an abstract includes a presentation of all the items that can bereferenced from other articles, but with all justi�cations removed.Mizar abstracts are automatically typeset using TEX and then peri-odically published in a journal Formalized Mathematics (a computerassisted approach), edited by R. Matuszewski, ISSN 1426-2630 (ISSN0777-4028 for the initial volumes).2.7. How to learn MizarThe Mizar language, its processor, and the organization and contentsof the MML evolve. Therefore, there is not much in the way of writtendocumentation. In the face of documentation shortages, the best wayto learn Mizar is to spend approximately four weeks with a nativeuser of the system and co-author a Mizar article. However, there arenumerous cases of Mizar users who advanced their knowledge of thesystem by studying the MML and the existing documents.33. Well-foundedness and its equivalentsT. Franz�en in [23] presented his proofs that well-foundedness is equiv-alent to the principle of mathematical induction and to the principleof de�ning by recursion, and used them as a background for discussingthe merits of the so called equational style of doing proofs [24]. We havedecided to formalize his proofs in a Mizar article. Franz�en's proofs werewritten by a mathematician having an argument with a computer sci-entist. We were curious about the e�ort needed to formalize Franz�en'sproofs given the state of the MML at that time (July 1996). The for-malization went quite smoothly once the mathematics was sorted out.Recall that a relational structure (U;�) is well-founded i� everynon-empty subset of U has a �-minimal element, i.e.8X � U:X 6= ; ) 9m 2 X:8x 2 X:x 6= m) x 6� m3 Available on the World Wide Web at http://mizar.org and several mirrorsites. There is also a Mizar user service mailing list: mus@mizar.uw.bialystok.pl.wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.18



On Equivalents of Well-foundedness 19We do not assume that � is transitive.We have proven and checked in Mizar that the following are equiv-alent:� (U;�) is well-founded,� Well-founded induction holds for (U;�) (Section 3.3),� For every set V , there exist recursively de�ned functions from Uinto V (Section 3.4),� Recursively de�ned functions on U are unique (Section 3.5),� There are no descending !-chains in (U;�) (Section 3.6).Most of the above are easy to prove and the proofs are well-known.J. Harrison [25] presented his developments of similar theorems in HOL.Before we discuss the proofs, we �rst comment on setting up the con-ceptual environment for them and, for illustration, we unfold the de�-nition of well-founded relational structure down to the basic notions.3.1. The conceptual frameworkCreating a conceptual framework for a new article requires a thor-ough knowledge of the MML. Creating such an environment consistsof �nding all the appropriate notions in the MML and preparing theenvironment directives that import the notions. It is an iterative pro-cess parallel to writing the article itself. Whenever the environmentdirectives change, the Accommodator is run and creates a new environ-ment for the Veri�er before it checks the article. The �nal environmentdirectives for the article discussed below are presented in Appendix A.Some of the articles forming the conceptual framework of our articleare listed in Figure 3 (see the description for Figure 2) and some of thenotions are discussed in Section 3.2.The most advanced notions that we used (alephs, character of co�-nality, and regular cardinals) come from article CARD 5 [9] (level 16, notshown in Figure 3, see below). However, most of the basic terminolo-gy comes from articles listed in Figure 3. From some of those articleswe imported relatively simple, purely technical notions, that just hap-pened to be introduced in articles dealing with di�erent matters. Forexample, consider the articles at level 10 from which we import thefollowing notions:� attribute trivial for a set which is either empty or a singleton|article REALSET1 [12] on algebraic �elds.wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.19
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TARSKI ARYTMBOOLE REAL 1ZFMISC 1 PARTFUN1FINSEQ 1FINSET 1PRE TOPC CARD 1
NAT 1ENUMSET1 SUBSET 1RELAT 1 STRUCT 0SETFAM 1RELSET 1FUNCT 1RELAT 2WELLORD1 ORDINAL1ORDINAL2 FUNCT 2MCART 1RLVECT 1DOMAIN 1 BINOP 1 QC LANG1QC LANG2FUNCOP 1 (9)(10)(8)(7)(6)(5)(4)(3)(2)(1)(0)

VECTSP 1ORDERS 1METRIC 1SETWISEO QC LANG3 FUNCT 4 CARD 2CQC LANGFRAENKELNORMSP 1REALSET1Figure 3. The environment articles for well-foundedness (from 10 top levels).� mode sequence of X denoting a function from NAT to the carrierof X, for X being a 1-sorted structure (see Section 3.2.1)|articleNORMSP 1 [38] on normed spaces.� a functor for creating functions on singleton domains|articleCQC LANG [15] which formalizes the classical �rst order language.� attribute functional for a set whose elements are functions|article FRAENKEL [43] about properties of the Fraenkel operator.wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.20



On Equivalents of Well-foundedness 21We had to import some notions from articles placed at evenhigher levels (not shown in Figure 3). For instance, from articleWAYBEL 0 [1](level 26) about directed sets, we import the essentialattribute lower which is applicable to a subset of the carrier of a rela-tional structure (we later rede�ned this attribute by reformulating itsde�niens, see Appendix B, p. 2{3).Finding appropriate library directives that create a working localenvironment depends on the organization of the MML and requires athorough knowledge of the library. This process would be substantiallysimpli�ed with a reorganization of the MML and a design of suchreorganization is ongoing. One of the possible solutions is to createtopical monographs, derived from all articles submitted to the MML.A substantial e�ort in the project, mainly by Czes law Byli�nski, isspent on developing new procedures for minimizing the size of the localenvironment for an article. The environment is created by the Accom-modator using only the given environment directives and without exam-ining the text proper of the article. In such situations, the created localenvironment should not contain notions that are unlikely to be neededfor the Veri�er 's work. The essence of the problem can be illustrated byexamining answers to the following simpli�ed question: When import-ing functors from an article, should the Accommodator also import allconstructors of functors that appear in the de�nientia? Implementingthe naive answer yes leads to exponential growth of the local environ-ment. The answer no forces the user to insert appropriate environmentdirectives when needed, and this is sometimes troublesome. The cur-rently implemented solution is closer to the latter. Note that in ourarticle, we import notions from article CARD 5 at level 16 but we didnot need any notions, at least not directly, from articles at levels 11through 15. Actually, the Accommodator imported constructors fromone of the articles at the intermediate level required to understand theconstructors from CARD 5 although they were not explicitly requested.A similar remark applies to article WAYBEL 0.3.2. A tour through the definitionsLet us overview all the notions involved in the de�nition of a well-founded relational structure, down to the basic notions. This overviewillustrates the organization of the MML from the user viewpoint.At the time of writing our proofs (July 1996), the MML included ade�nition of a well-founded relation but was missing a de�nition of awell-founded relational structure. Thus we de�ned (Appendix B, p. 3):wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.21



22 Piotr Rudnicki and Andrzej Trybulecdefinition let R be RelStr;attr R is well founded means :Lwell:the InternalRel of R is well founded in the carrier of R;end;What is de�ned above is an attribute named well founded applicableto objects of type RelStr. This attribute can be used to form atomicsentences like R is well founded, for R of type RelStr. It can also beused in type expressions to introduce objects of type well founded R.However, before this can be done, we have to prove that there exists atleast one object of this type. This is achieved through de�ning:definitioncluster non empty well founded RelStr;existence proof:: Here we show that there exists a RelStr that is non-empty:: and well-founded.end;end;(Note. The double colon :: begins a comment which is ended by anewline.) The cluster assures the existence of non-empty well-foundedrelational structures (structures with an empty carrier are not interest-ing).Two following subsections give the details of how relational struc-tures and well-founded relations are de�ned in the MML.3.2.1. Relational structureRelStr is de�ned in ORDERS 1 [45]:struct (1-sorted) RelStr �carrier -> set,InternalRel -> Relation of the carrier�;The structure RelStr is pre�xed by the structure 1-sorted that isde�ned in a special article STRUCT 04 and serves as the base for allstructures with the �eld carrier.definitionstruct 1-sorted � carrier -> set �;end;The �eld carrier of RelStr is inherited from the base structure1-sorted but it must be repeated in the de�nition of the derived struc-ture. InternalRel, the other �eld of RelStr, is de�ned to be any object4 The article is special as it was prepared by the MML Committee. Otherwise,it is a regular, albeit short, Mizar article.wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.22



On Equivalents of Well-foundedness 23whose type widens to Relation of the carrier. This type is de�nedin RELSET 1 [52] (X and Y are reserved for set):definition let X;mode Relation of X is Relation of X,X;end;The de�nition of the mode Relation with two arguments is given ear-lier in the same article:definition let X,Y;mode Relation of X,Y -> Subset of [:X,Y:] means :: RELSET 1: def 1not contradiction;end;[:X, Y:] is the Cartesian product of two sets de�ned inZFMISC 1 [18] (X1 and X2 are reserved for set):definition let X1,X2;func [: X1,X2 :] means :: ZFMISC 1: def 1z 2 it iff ex x,y st x 2 X1 & y 2 X2 & z = [x,y];end;3.2.2. Well-founded relationsThe notion of a well-founded relation is introduced in WELLORD1 [5]. Weuse the de�nition of a relation which is well-founded in a set:definition let R; let X;pred R is well founded in X means :: WELLORD1: def 3for Y st Y c= X & Y <> � ex a st a 2 Y & R-Seg(a)\Y = �;end;where R is reserved for Relation; X, Y, and a are reserved for set. (Thein�x functor -Seg is described below.)The de�nitions of basic set operations are introduced in BOOLE [48]with the de�nition of set intersection as follows (X and Y are reservedfor set):definition let X,Y;func X \ Y -> set means :: BOOLE: def 3x 2 it iff x 2 X & x 2 Y;commutativity;The source article BOOLE.MIZ contains the proof that the functor \ isuniquely de�ned and that it is commutative.The mode Relation is de�ned in RELAT 1 [51]:definitionmode Relation is Relation-like set;end; wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.23



24 Piotr Rudnicki and Andrzej Trybulecand the attribute Relation-like is de�ned as:definition let IT be set;attr IT is Relation-like means :: RELAT 1: def 1x 2 IT implies ex y,z st x = [y,z];end;With this de�nition, one can prove that any set of ordered pairs isRelation-like.The set of all objects (sets) preceding a in R is written with the in�xfunctor -Seg, de�ned in WELLORD1 [5]:definition let R,a;func R-Seg(a) -> set means :: WELLORD1: def 1x 2 it iff x <> a & [x,a] 2 R ;end;where R is reserved for Relation; a and x are reserved for set. Notethat a does not have to belong to the �eld of R.3.3. Well-founded inductionThe proof that well-foundedness of a relational structure is equivalentto the principle of induction for the structure is easy. In order to facil-itate the work and keeping in mind the development of the data basewe �rst proved the following scheme of minimum (we could have doneall the proofs without it). Given a structure R = (U;�) the followingis valid: 9x:P(x)R is well-founded9x:P(x) ^ :9y:y 6= x ^ P(y) ^ y � xIn Mizar, this scheme is written as:scheme WFMin fR() -> non empty RelStr,x() -> Element of R(),P[set]g:ex x being Element of R() st P[x] &not ex y being Element of R()st x <> y & P[y] & [y,x] 2 the InternalRel of R()provided0 0: P[x()] and0 1: R() is well foundedThe scheme is expressed in terms of three parameters: R(){a relationalstructure, x(){an element of R's carrier, and a one place predicate Pwhich is a second order free variable. The scheme has two premiseswhich must be supplied when it is used (see below). The predicate P andthe constants R and x are parameters of the scheme to be automaticallywfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.24



On Equivalents of Well-foundedness 25reconstructed in each application of the scheme. They are reconstructedby pattern matching the premises and the conclusion of the schemede�nition with the premises and the proposition when the scheme isused in a Scheme-Justi�cation.The validity of the scheme is proved in a straightforward way. Let Zbe the set of elements of R's carrier which have property P. Z is a subsetof R's carrier and because of the �rst premise, Z is non-empty. Then Zhas a minimal element a, as the internal relation of R is well-founded inthe carrier of R by the second premise. a is a witness to the existentialthesis of the scheme: P[a] holds as a belongs to Z and no other elementof R with property P can precede a as a is minimal in Z. The completeproof is in Appendix C.Here is how T. Franz�en [23] sketched the proof of the following:Theorem 1. (U;�) is well-founded i� the principle of mathe-matical induction holds for (U;�).That the principle of mathematical induction holds for (U;�)means that for every set S, if x 2 S whenever every y � x belongsto S, then U � S.The theorem is easily proved. In one direction, if � is well-founded, suppose M satis�es the condition that x belongs to Mwhenever every y � x belongs to M . If M is not all of U , U nM isnon-empty and has a minimal element x. But x being minimal inU nM , every y � x belongs to M , so x belongs to M after all. ThusM must be all of U . Conversely, if the principle of mathematicalinduction holds, suppose a subset M of U has no minimal element.Then for any x, if y belongs to U nM for all y � x, x must alsobelong to U nM , since otherwise x would be a minimal element ofM . So every x belongs to U nM , i.e. M is empty.In Mizar, this theorem is formulated as:theorem WFInd: :: WF iff WFInductionfor R being non empty RelStr holdsR is well founded ifffor S being setst for x being Element of the carrier of Rst (the InternalRel of R)-Seg x c= S holds x 2 Sholds the carrier of R c= S(We prefer to have S as an arbitrary set, rather than a Subset of thecarrier of R.) The complete proof of the theorem is in Appendix C(p. 4{5) and it closely follows the proof of T. Franz�en, albeit in small-er steps. Let c be the shorthand for the carrier of R and r for theInternalRel of R. In one direction (between herebyd and the match-ing end), after assumptions wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.25



26 Piotr Rudnicki and Andrzej Trybulechereby assume1 0: R is well founded;let S be set such that1 1: for x being Element of c st r-Seg x c= S holds x 2 S;let us, for the proof by contradiction,assume not c c= S;which gives an x with the following properties:1'0: x 2 c & not x 2 SAnd now use the statements labelede 1'1 and 1 0 as premises to theWFMin scheme to obtain an x0:consider x0 being Element of R such that1'2: x0 2 c & not x0 2 S and1'3: not ex y being Element of Rst x0 <> y & y 2 c & not y 2 S & [y,x0] 2 rfrom WFMin(1'1, 1 0);But now r-Seg x0 is a subset of S as otherwise we would have anelement preceding x0 that is not in S which would contradict the min-imality of x0. As a result we have a contradiction because of 1'2 and1 1.For the proof of the converse (see Appendix C, p. 5), assume theprinciple of induction and assume that R is not well-founded. Thenthere is a non-empty subset Y of c that has no minimal element. Forany x belonging to c, if r-Seg x is a subset of cnY, then x does notbelong to Y since otherwise Y would have a minimal element. Thereforex belongs to cnY and consequently c is a subset of cnY by the assumedinduction. Y is an empty set which yields a contradiction.With the above theorem, we prove the more familiar version of theinduction scheme (see Appendix C, p. 5{6):scheme WFInduction fR() -> non empty RelStr, P[set]g:for x being Element of R() holds P[x]provided0 0: for x being Element of R()st for y being Element of R()st y <> x & [y,x] 2 the InternalRel of R() holds P[y]holds P[x]and0 1: R() is well founded3.4. Existence of recursively defined functionsT. Franz�en [23] discusses the followingwfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.26



On Equivalents of Well-foundedness 27Theorem 2. (U;�) is well-founded i� the principle of de�nition byrecursion holds for (U;�).where the principle of de�nition by recursion is:For any set V and function H : U � 2U�V 7! V , there is a uniquefunction F : U 7! V satisfying F (x) = H(x; F jfy : y � xg) forevery x in U .where the notation F jM used above denotes the restriction of the func-tion F to a subset M of the domain of F .In the process of proving the above theorem in Mizar, we havenoticed that well-foundedness is equivalent to the existence of recur-sively de�ned functions (without assuming their uniqueness5) and sep-arately, well-foundedness is equivalent to the uniqueness of recursivelyde�ned functions. Therefore we formed two separate theorems, similar-ly to J. Harrison [25], who noticed that well-foundedness is equivalentto just the uniqueness part of the recursion theorem. However, he didnot prove the equivalence of well-foundedness and just the existence ofrecursively de�ned functions.To facilitate formulation of the theorem in Mizar, we de�ne a predi-cate saying that a function is recursively expressed by another function:definitionlet R be non empty RelStr, V be non empty set,H be Function of[:the carrier of R, PFuncs(the carrier of R, V):], V,F be Function;pred F is recursively expressed by H means :Lrecur:for x being Element of the carrier of Rholds F.x = H.[x, F|(the InternalRel of R)-Seg x];end;We have departed slightly from the informal de�nition mentionedabove. The domain of H is de�ned to be the Cartesian product of thecarrier of R and the set of all partial functions from the carrier ofR to V (instead of all binary relations from the carrier of R to V,since the second argument of H must be a function anyway). The setof all partial functions from X to Y, PFuncs(X, Y), is originally de�nedin [17]. The application of a set-theoretic function F to an argument xis written F.x (de�ned in [16]).5 It has been noticed in part due to laziness. There is no single quanti�er inMizar to say that something uniquely exists. Expressing unique existence wouldrequire us to type a long formula, so at the �rst try, we stated just the existence,delaying stating the uniqueness condition until needed. It wasn't needed after all.wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.27



28 Piotr Rudnicki and Andrzej TrybulecThe theorem can now be stated:theorem :: Well foundedness and existencefor R being non empty RelStr holdsR is well founded ifffor V being non empty set,H being Function of[:the carrier of R, PFuncs(the carrier of R, V):], Vex F being Function of the carrier of R, Vst F is recursively expressed by HIn the proof (see Appendix D, p. 6{11), we �rst introduce some localnotation: c for the carrier of R, r for the InternalRel of R andwe also introduce a local predicate PDR (for Principle of De�ning byRecursion):defpred PDR[ ] meansfor V being non empty set,H being Function of [:c, PFuncs(c, V):], Vex F being Function of c, Vst F is recursively expressed by H;The �rst implication is then stated as:thus R is well founded implies PDR[ ]and its Mizar proof is a routine, albeit lengthy, construction of a func-tion. Here is how T. Franz�en [23] sketched the proof:Essentially, a proof of the existence of the function F (the unique-ness then being easily proved by induction) must go as follows.Consider functions f de�ned on subsets of U with values in V . Forsuch a function we say that R(f) holds if1. for any x in the domain of f , fy : y � xg is included in thedomain of f ,2. for any x in the domain of f , f(x) = H(x; f jfy : y � xg).We next establish that if R(f) and R(g) hold and x belongs tothe intersection of the domains of f and g, then f(x) = g(x). Thisis proved by induction, using the well-foundedness of �. We thende�ne F as the union of all f such that R(f), which is shown to bea maximal f with the property R(f). Then, to establish that thedomain of F is in fact all of U , we prove by induction that every xbelongs to the domain of some f such that R(f). (Here, if � is notassumed transitive, we need to use the transitive closure of �.)In Mizar, after making appropriate assumptions, we introduce fs|the subset of all partial functions from c to V whose domains are lowersets of R (see Appendix B, p. 2{3, for the de�nition of lower) and whichwfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.28



On Equivalents of Well-foundedness 29are recursively expressed by H on their domains. This is done with thepremise-less scheme PFSeparation (see Appendix B, p. 2) which wasproved using other schemes for subset separation.consider fs being Subset of PFuncs(c, V) such that1'0: for f being PartFunc of c, V holds f 2 fs iffdom f is lower &for x being set st x 2 dom fholds f.x = H.[x, f | r-Seg x] from PFSeparation;Let ufs be the union of fs. First, in a unlabeled di�use statementf(between now and the matching end), we show that ufs satis�es theconditions of the auxiliary theorem Funiong (see Appendix B) and thenwe upgrade its type from set to Function:reconsider ufs as Function by Funion;From now on we can use ufs in contexts where a function is expect-ed. Our goal is to show that ufs is the sought for function from c to V;therefore, we characterize its domain and range.1'1: dom ufs c= c. . .1'2: rng ufs c= V. . .In the di�use statement labeled 1'3, we demonstrate that ufs, on itsdomain, is recursively expressed by H.1'3: now let x be set;assume x 2 dom ufs;. . .thus ufs.x = . . .H.[x, ufs | r-Seg x] by . . .end;In another di�use reasoning we show that the domain of ufs forms alower set of R.1'4: now let x, y be set; assume2 0: x 2 dom ufs & [y, x] 2 r;. . .hence y 2 dom ufs by . . .end;Now, in a longer proof we show that:1'5: dom ufs = cwhich together with 1'2 allows us toreconsider ufs as Function of c, V by . . .
wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.29



30 Piotr Rudnicki and Andrzej Trybulecufs is the sought for function from the carrier of R into V, and sinceat this point, we are to prove an existential formula, wetake ufs;and what remains to be proven is that ufs is recursively expressed by H.We complete the proof by proving its de�nitional expansion (see labelLrecur on page 27).let x be Element of c;thus thesis by 1'5, 1'3;Note that 1'3 with equality 1'5 proves the expected equality, namely:ufs.x = H[x, ufs | r-Seg x]written here as thesis,h which|inside a proof|denotes the formulathat must be concluded in order to complete the proof.This completes the proof that well-foundedness implies the existenceof recursively de�ned functions.The proof of the converse, which is that the existence of recursive-ly de�ned functions on a relational structure without assuming theiruniqueness implies that the structure is well-founded, is more interest-ing. The sketch of the proof for (U;�) given by T. Franz�en [23] is asfollows:Assuming the principle of de�nition by recursion to hold, we getpretty immediately that the relation is well-founded. For we canthen de�ne a rank function (from U into an ordinal):rk(x) = supy�x rk(y):and note that y � x implies rk(y) 2 rk(x)implying that � is well-founded.But of course this argument presupposes quite a lot of set the-ory, and in fact uses the replacement axiom.We have found his proof quite sketchy and in fact we could not sortout how to directly use the replacement axiom, however, we followedhis approach.The main steps of the proof in Mizar are as follows (the completeproof is in Appendix D, p. 10{11).wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.30



On Equivalents of Well-foundedness 31assume0 0: PDR[ ];For the range type of the rank function we take the cardinal successorof @0 [ c, in Mizar:reconsider ac = alef 0 +` Card c as infinite Cardinal;set V = nextcard ac;The following rank function rk is guaranteed to exist by the assumptionlabeled 0 0, therefore:consider rk being Function of c, V such that0'2: rk is recursively expressed by H by 0 0;but �rst we have to construct function H. This function is obtained withthe help of scheme Kappa2D [11].consider H being Function of [:c, PFuncs(c, V):], V such that0'1: for x being Element of c,p being Element of PFuncs(c, V)holds H.[x,p] = sup rng p from Kappa2D(0'0);The application of this scheme requires the following premise0'0: for x being Element of c, p being Element of PFuncs(c, V)holds sup rng p 2 VWe were lucky to �nd the development of the theory of cardinals inthe MML (G. Bancerek [7, 9]) to be su�ciently advanced to make theproof of 0'0 an exercise. The proof hinges on the following property ofregular cardinals: the supremum of a subset X of a regular cardinal Mbelongs to M provided the cardinality of X is smaller than M. This facthas been stated as a potentially useful lemma (in the preliminaries,Appendix B, p. 2):theorem Reg0:for M being regular Aleph, X being setst X c= M & Card X 2 M holds sup X 2 Mproof let M be regular Aleph;cf M = M by CARD 5:def 4;hence thesis by CARD 5:38;end;We found the key facts for proving the lemma in the MML.The complete proof of 0'0 is as follows:wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.31



32 Piotr Rudnicki and Andrzej Trybulecproof let x be Element of c, p be Element of PFuncs(c, V);Card dom p c= Card c & Card rng p c= Card dom pby CARD 1:27, 28; then1'0: Card rng p c= Card c by BOOLE:29;Card c c= ac by CARD 4:72; then1'1: Card rng p c= ac by 1'0, BOOLE:29;ac 2 V by CARD 1:32; then1'2: Card rng p 2 V by 1'1, CARD 1:18;V is regular by CARD 5:42;hence sup rng p 2 V by 1'2, Reg0;end;Note the usage of the key fact that a cardinal successor of an in�nitecardinal is regular, theorem CARD 5:42 [9].Using the rank function rk we prove that R is well-founded by de�-nitional expansion (Section 3.2).let Y be set; assume0 1: Y c= c & Y <> �;and let m be the in�mum of the rk image of Y, formallyset m = inf (rkoY);rkoY is non-empty, so from the properties of ordinals stated in [3, 4]we have that m 2 rkoY. Therefore consider an a that rk maps to m:0'5: a 2 dom rk & a 2 Y & rk.a = mIt remains to be proven that a is minimal in Y, thereforetake a;thus a 2 Y by 0'5;assume r-Seg(a) \ Y <> �;and we have to show a contradiction. From the last assumption thereis an e such that0'7: e 2 r-Seg a & e 2 Yrk.e is an ordinal belonging to rkoY and thus is a superset of thein�mum0'8: m c= rk.eSince rk is recursively expressed by H (see 0'2) we would like to showrk.a = sup rng (rk | r-Seg a) as stated in 0'1. However, in orderto use 0'1 we have to `help' the Mizar type checker by introducing anew object with the type appropriate to substitute for p in 0'1:reconsider rkra = rk | r-Seg a as Element of PFuncs(c,V)
wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.32



On Equivalents of Well-foundedness 33Now we infer:0'9: rk.a = H.[a, rkra] by 0'2, Lrecur.= sup rng rkra by 0'1;Because of 0'7, rk.e 2 rng rkra and thus belongs to the supremumof rng rkra which by 0'9 and 0'5 is equal to m.We have a contradiction by 0'8 as no set can be a subset of one ofits elements (theorem 7 [3]).3.5. Uniqueness of recursively defined functionsThe proof that uniqueness of recursively de�ned functions is equiva-lent to well-foundedness is split into two implications as the conditionsunder which the implications hold are slightly di�erent. The completeproofs are in Appendix E.3.5.1. Uniqueness implies well-foundednessThe formal statement of the theorem in Mizar is a bit long.for R being non empty RelStr,V being non trivial setst for H being Function of[:the carrier of R, PFuncs(the carrier of R, V):], V,F1, F2 being Function of the carrier of R, Vst F1 is recursively expressed by H &F2 is recursively expressed by Hholds F1 = F2holds R is well foundedThe above theorem does not hold for trivial range types (empty orsingleton) of recursively de�ned functions.The proof of the theorem is straightforward. Since V is non-trivial, ithas at least two elements, call them a0 and a1, a0 <> a1. We constructtwo functions, F1 and F2 from c|the carrier of R|into V. F1 mapseach element of c to a0, while F2 maps the well-founded part of c to a0and the remaining elements to a1. The well-founded part of R is de�nedas follows (see Appendix B, p. 3):let R be RelStr;func well founded-Part R -> Subset of R means :LwfPart:it = union fS where S is Subset of R : S is well founded lowerg;existence proof:: . . . show that it is a Subset of Rend;uniqueness; :: obviousend;Note how the de�niens uses the Fraenkel operator (see endnote onpage 38). wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.33



34 Piotr Rudnicki and Andrzej TrybulecLet wfp be a shorthand for the well-founded part of R. F1 is formallyintroduced:set F1 = c --> a0,while in order to de�ne F2, we �rst introduce two auxiliary functionsand make F2 their union (function overriding).F3 = c --> a1,F4 = wfp --> a0,F2 = F3 + � F4;First we prove that F1 and F2 are indeed functions from thecarrier of R into V and then that they are recursively expressed bythe same H. Therefore, by assumption they are equal. If R were not well-founded, then there would be an x in the non-well-founded part of R.But then F1.x = a0 and F2.x = a1 which leads to a contradiction.3.5.2. Well-foundedness implies uniquenessThe proof of the following theorem requires only a routine applicationof induction, the scheme WFMin in this case.for R being non empty well founded RelStr,V being non empty set,H being Function of[:the carrier of R, PFuncs(the carrier of R, V):], V,F1, F2 being Function of the carrier of R, Vst F1 is recursively expressed by H &F2 is recursively expressed by Hholds F1 = F2After introducing the arbitrary but �xed constants for R, V, H, F1,and F2 (Appendix E, p. 14) weassume that0 0: F1 is recursively expressed by H and0 1: F2 is recursively expressed by H;and switch to a proof by contradiction:assume F1 <> F2; thenconsider x being Element of c such that0'1: F1.x <> F2.xNow we are ready to apply the scheme WFmin but �rst we have to statethe premises to the scheme such that they exactly match the premis-es expected by the scheme de�nition (when checking the correctnessof a scheme application Mizar attempts only a rudimentary patternmatching). Here are the premises as required by WFmin:wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.34



On Equivalents of Well-foundedness 35reconsider x as Element of R by . . .;0'2: F1.x <> F2.x by 0'1;0'3: R is well founded;and from WFmin we have a minimal x0 where F1 and F2 di�er:0'4: F1.x0 <> F2.x0 and0'5: not ex y being Element of Rst x0 <> y & F1.y <> F2.y & [y,x0] 2 r from WFMin(0'2, 0'3);With 0'5 it is simple to show that F1 | r-Seg x0 = F2 | r-Seg x0,and thenF1.x0 = H.[x0, F2 | r-Seg x0] by 0 0, Lrecur.= F2.x0 by 0 1, Lrecur;which contradicts 0'4.3.6. Non-existence of descending !-chainsThe Mizar de�nition of a descending !-chain takes the form of de�ningan attribute:definitionlet R be RelStr, f be sequence of R;attr f is descending means :Lchain:for n being Natholds f.(n+1) <> f.n & [f.(n+1), f.n] 2 the InternalRel of R;end;We embark on proving the following:theorem :: omega chainsfor R being non empty RelStr holdsR is well founded iff not ex f being sequence of R st f is descendingAgain we use the shorthand c for the carrier of R and r for theInternalRel of R. The proof by contradiction of the �rst implicationis stated in a di�use conclusion (between hereby and the matching end,see endnotes) and starts:hereby assume R is well founded; then1'0: r is well founded in c by Lwell;given f being sequence of R such that1 0: f is descending;rng f is non-empty and is a subset of a well-founded set c, so let abe a minimal element of rng f. For a natural n, we have f.n = a, butthen f.(n+1) precedes a in rng f which contradicts the minimalityof a in rng f. The complete proof is in Appendix F.The proof of the converse is also by contradiction and starts asfollows: wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.35



36 Piotr Rudnicki and Andrzej Trybulecassume0 0: not ex f being sequence of R st f is descending;assume not R is well founded; thennot r is well founded in c by Lwell; thenconsider Y being set such that0'0: Y c= c & Y <> � and0'1: for a being set holdsnot a 2 Y or r-Seg(a) \ Y <> � by . . .and now we construct f|a descending sequence of Y. We do so withthe help of a scheme LambdaRecEx [29] that assures existence of recur-sively de�ned functions on natural numbers. We will set f.(n+1) toan arbitrary element of r-Seg(f.n) but for this we need an inde�nitedescription operator. We had to de�ne one as there is no such operatorin the Mizar language and there was no appropriate functor in theMML:definition let S be set; assume0 0: contradiction;func choose S -> Element of S meansnot contradiction; :: whatever, no need for a labelcorrectness by 0 0;end;This de�nition may look a bit unusual as it is based on a condition thatcan never be satis�ed. But this only means that we will not be able touse the de�niens|and we are not planning to. The de�niens in thatde�nition can be an arbitrary syntactically correct formula. The functorchoose applied to a set S returns a set whose type is Element of S.The built-in processing of this type guarantees that a set x whose typeis Element of S satis�es x 2 S only for non-empty S.We introduce f as follows:consider f being Function such that0'2: dom f = NAT and0'3: f.0 = choose Y and0'4: for n being (Element of NAT), x being setst x = f.n holds f.(n+1) = choose (r-Seg(x) \ Y)from LambdaRecEx;The completion of the proof is now routine. We show that f forms adescending sequence with values in c. First we prove that rng f c= c(using the de�nitional expansion of c=) and this allows us to state:f is Function of NAT, c by 0'2, FUNCT 2:4; thenreconsider f as sequence of R by NORMSP 1:def 3;and the remaining conditions required for f to be a descending sequenceare easily proven. This contradicts assumption 0 0.wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.36



On Equivalents of Well-foundedness 374. ConclusionsWe have proven in Mizar some statements equivalent to the well-foundedness of a relational structure. One of the statements, name-ly that the existence of recursively de�ned functions (without requir-ing uniqueness) on a relational structure implies that the structure iswell-founded, seems not to be widely known. Its proof required someadvanced notions of set theory and we were fortunate to �nd the need-ed notions already formalized in the MML. The development of sucha data base for mathematics is a challenge. The current organizationof the MML makes searching for needed facts an arduous task. Proofsin Mizar tend to be lengthy either due to the lack of expressive powerof the language or the level of detail required by the veri�er.The Mizar experience indicates that computerized support formathematics aiming at the QED goals cannot be designed once andthen simply implemented. A system of mechanized support for math-ematics is likely to succeed if it has an evolutionary nature. The maincomponents of such a system|the authoring language, the checkingsoftware, and the organization of the data base|must evolve as moreexperience is collected. At this moment it seems di�cult to extrapo-late the experience with Mizar to the fully edged goals of the QEDProject. However, the people involved in Mizar are optimistic.AcknowledgmentsThe research was funded by the NSERC OGP Grant No. OGP9207.Trybulec's visit was made possible by the NATO CollaborativeResearch Grant No. CRG 951368.Kevin Charter helped in improving the presentation. We thank BobBoyer and Paul Jackson for their remarks.Notesa Clusters are used to express the following relationships:(i) Conditional clusters are used to say that any object having a property expressedby an attribute also has another property expressed by another attribute. Forexample,cluster non trivial -> non empty set;says that every non trivial set is non empty.(ii) Functorial clusters say that a term constructed with a speci�c functor has acertain property expressed by an attribute. For example:cluster f y, z g -> non empty;says that an ordered pair is a non-empty set (Section 2.4).wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.37



38 Piotr Rudnicki and Andrzej Trybulec(iii) Existential clusters are used to de�ne new type expressions that involveattributes. For example,cluster non empty well founded RelStr;see Section 3.2.2.Each de�ned cluster needs to satisfy certain correctness conditions. The relationshipsexpressed by clusters are automatically processed by the Analyzer .b In Mizar, the Fraenkel operator de�nes a set as a functional image of elementsof a non-empty set that satisfy some stated condition. Its typical use is:f �(x) where x is Element of X : �(x) gwhere �(x) is a term, X is known to be a non-empty set, and �(x) is a formula.c The de�nitional theorem named TARSKI:def 5 is generated automatically andcontains an additional quanti�er. With the default quanti�ers stated explicitly,TARSKI:8 denotes the following formula:for x, y holds [ x,y ] = f f x,y g, f x g gwhile TARSKI:def 5 denotes:for x, y, IT holds IT = [ x,y ] iff IT = f f x,y g, f x g gAlthough logically equivalent, the formulae are di�erent and in some contexts itmatters for the Checker .d Mizar permits many proof structures when proving an equivalence � iff 	;among them, the following are permitted:proof proof proofthus � implies 	 ...; thus � implies 	 ...; herebythus 	 implies � ...; assume 	; assume �;end thus � ...; thus 	 ...;end end;assume 	;thus � ...;endThe last column illustrates a typical use of the hereby . . . end construct.e The labeling scheme is derived from L. Lamport's [34] method of writing proofs(see also [39]). A label of the form n'k labels item k appearing at the nesting leveln. The form n k is used for assumptions.f A di�use statement is a counterpart of a proof. When writing a proof, a proposi-tion is �rst stated and then proven. In a di�use statement, the formula being provenis not stated explicitly: instead, it is automatically recovered from the reasoning. Inthe following example:P: �proof N: now:: a proof structure :: a proof structure:: appropriate for � :: appropriate for �end endreferences to P or to N refer to the same formula.g The binary in�x predicate symbol � occurring in theorem Funion in Appendix Bis overloaded. In the environment of this article, when the types of both its argumentsare functions f and g, f � g is the tolerance predicate (de�ned in [17], meaning thatf and g are equal on the intersection of their domains) and not the equinumerosityrelation of two sets as de�ned in [44] (see page 15).wfnd.tex; 28/10/1998; 22:15; no v.; p.38
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